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We have just been asked the question
lUow fast can bees fly." It depends

circumstances. In cold weather bees
thanOt fly as rapidly as in warm wea-
th• Wind retards their progress, but
e air is calm and the weather warm

tOugh, bees can, we think, fly from 6o
too miles an hour. When we were

with Iing from Palestne and Cyprus
a large humber of small colonies of

We were told that the train ran
speed of over 6o miles an hour from

j 11ghton to London. As some of the
Weaies had plenty of bees and to spare,i[ thOught we would test them, and see

" hey could fly as quickly as the train
si, running. We let a bee out occa-

allY to see what the result would be,
t they would fly and keep up with
tentrain for miles and miles. Several
eatetnen who were very much inter-

is 1 the experiment, watched with
oR't d were surprised at the rapidity

r te little insects.
Wh **

tha Wi it become thoroughlyknown
a ta bees only die off rapidly when doing
orre amount of labor, and that in pro-

e 4 or' to their labor their life is short-
or lengthened ?

If you find a colony being robbed,
close the entrance, sprinkle a little flour
on the robbers, and after keeping the
entrance closed, say five minutes, open
it, and as they will rush out filled with
honey, and go to their hives directly,
it is easy to tell the colony or colo-
nies from which the robbers come. Place
a few.stickson an angle over the entrance
of the robbers' hive, leaving plenty of
air, throw on a few handfuls of hay or
straw, and sprinkle cold water over it ;
this will cool the ardour of the robbers.
The same thng should be done at the
hive they are robbing. In this way you
stop the work at both ends, because by
stopping it at the hive they are robbing,
they sometimes pitch onto another hive.
This plan will be found quick, simple,
and effective; but you shoula have a
force pump to do it properly.

* *

Early in the morning, or late in the
eveniag, as you walk through the yard, if
you find a hive that has a lot of cappingE,
or little fine bits of comb about the en-
trance, watch it, and as soon as the bees
commence to fly, see if robbers are not
operating there.

* *

Honey gathered after the frost comes
is very thin, and colonies getting much
very late in the season should gct an
opportunity to ripen it. the hive being
thoroughly protected from sudden
changes.
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